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choose the most convenient for you!

YOUR FIRST COMBI USE
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Before you first use your new Milton Combi,
familiarise yourself with its layout and parts.
Then wash all the Combi parts in warm
soapy water and rinse in cold water.

1 CLEAN
Clean bottles, teats and accessories thoroughly with
warm soapy water.
ThemilkMicrowave
Method
Remove any
residue. Rinse with
cold water.

YOUR MILTON COMBI PARTS GUIDE

Combi
Microwave
or Cold Water

Steriliser

A Pop-up safety vent
B Screw lid with submerger and seal
C Handle
D Base
E Fill line (5L) for cold water sterilisation

A
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If you do mislay the leaflet, don’t worry, you can download a copy at:

www.milton-tm.com

2 PREPARE THE MILTON SOLUTION
Fill your Milton Combi with cold water to the 5L mark.
Add 1 Standard Milton Sterilising Tablet or 30ml of
Milton Sterilising Fluid.
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3 ADD ITEMS TO THE SOLUTION
Wash your hands.
Fully submerge items in the solution to remove any
trapped air bubbles.
When you screw on the Combi lid the integral submerger
will then ensure that all items are kept in the solution.
Screw on lid. Press the vent down if it is raised.
Items are ready to use after 15 minutes.
Remove the items you need and shake off excess water –
THERE IS NO NEED TO RINSE.
Replace the solution every 24 hours.

IMPORTANT: Your Milton Combi is specially designed for use solely with
Milton Sterilising Tablets or Fluid. Other sizes or makes of tablet/fluid could
damage your Milton Combi and affect its performance.
With the Cold Water method of sterilisation, items can be left in the solution
until you need to use them and will stay sterile in the solution for 24 hours.
Items can be added and removed from the same solution throughout the day.

How to get the best use from your Milton Combi:
Check the power of your microwave before you begin using it.
Dry your Milton Combi well after each use to prevent a build-up of limescale.
For optimum effectiveness descale once a month.
The individual parts of the Milton Combi can be cleaned in the dishwasher.
To remove the submerger from the lid for cleaning, insert
fingers into the holes as shown and twist anti-clockwise.
Reverse the procedure to re-attach to the lid.
It is only necessary to use the submerger when
using the cold water sterilising method, although
for convenience it can still be left attached to the
lid when sterilising in a microwave.

FITS MOST SIZE BOTTLES AND
IN MOST MICROWAVES
Congratulations on choosing your new
Milton Combi Steriliser with unique safety vent
technology for better, faster steam sterilisation.
Before using it for the first time, please take
a little time to read this leaflet really carefully.
Then keep it somewhere to hand, as it contains
important information that you might need to
refer to again.
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Did you know?

THANK YOU FOR
CHOOSING MILTON!
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS, PLEASE READ

The Cold Water Method

1

The Cold Water Method

2

The Microwave Method
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Also available from Milton:

1 CLEAN
Clean bottles, teats and accessories thoroughly with warm soapy water.
Remove any milkmins
residue. Rinse with cold water.

2
The Cold Water Method

2 FILL
Pour 200ml of water in your Milton Combi base.
Then load items upside down.
IMPORTANT: Your Milton Combi will not sterilise
properly unless the correct amount of water is added.
You can use a baby bottle to measure exactly 200ml
of water.
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x 60ml

x 60ml
The Microwave Method

3 LOAD AND CLOSE
Load bottles with the opening face down.
Screw on the lid. Press the safety vent down if
raised. When steam pressure builds up inside
Combi the safety vent will pop out automatically.
4 MICROWAVE
2 mins at 1100-1850W
4 mins at 850-1000W
6 mins at 500-800W

x 200ml

Ask the experts:

E

Why should I sterilise?
During your little one’s first 12 months, their immune system is still developing so they need
extra protection from germs that may cause gastroenteritis and other nasty bugs. To do this,
you need to make sure that all feeding equipment is clean and properly sterilised.

Milton Mini

A handy, compact, unique safety vent
technology single bottle steriliser that’s
perfect for travel, overnight stays or when
you’re away from home. Use with cold
water or in
the microwave it’s an essential
for your
baby bag!

Now you can clean and sterilise
soothers when you’re out and about.
This 100% watertight steriliser is the
latest must-have for every mum. It
comes in a range of colours and can be
easily attached to your buggy or bag.

Microwave or cold water
Travel Steriliser

Portable Soother
Steriliser
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5 COOL AND USE
For safer handling, leave the Milton Combi to cool
inside the microwave for at least 3 minutes after the
microwave cycle has finished. Remove the Milton
Combi using oven gloves to prevent scalding.
Wash your hands well before handling sterilised
items. Unscrew the lid and take the contents out
using tongs.
If you don’t want to use your bottles straight away after microwaving, press
the pop-up safety vent back down to keep the bottles inside the Milton Combi
sterile for longer.”
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Milton Mini
Sterilising Tablets
Made solely for use with the
Milton Mini Portable Soother
Steriliser, these mini tablets
sterilise in just 15 minutes
with no need to rinse –
and leaves no aftertaste.

Did you know?
If the Milton Combi is left unopened after microwaving and the safety vent is
closed, items will remain sterile in the Milton Combi for up to 24 hours.

WARNINGS FOR USE IN THE MICROWAVE:
Check the power of your microwave before you begin using it.
Always keep the microwave turntable clean and dry before use. For smaller
microwaves, the turntable may need to be removed to allow the Milton Combi
to fit in.
Always ensure that your Milton Combi is clean with no old water residue
before use in the microwave.
The Milton Combi contains boiling water when in use. Handle with care and
keep out of the reach of children.

What should I sterilise?
Basically everything that can go into your baby’s mouth! This includes bottles, teats, soothers,
plastic feeding spoons, weaning bowls, teething rings, toys as well as your breast feeding
accessories such as breast pump parts and milk storage containers.

Always wait 3 minutes before removing the Milton Combi from the microwave
to let it cool down. Ensure that you take care, as it will contain hot water and steam.
Always place it on a hard, heat-resistant surface.

For more information, take a look at our website at:
www.milton-tm.com

Milton Solo
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How long should I sterilise for?
Right up until your baby’s first birthday

Did you know?
At 6 months old, your baby’s immune system is at its weakest and even at 1 year they will
only have around 17% of adult immunity levels against the germs that cause diarrhoea and
vomiting.
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x 60ml

Check that the accessories you want to sterilise can be microwaved.

D
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Milton Cold Water Sterilising Unit
With extra large capacity
so you can sterilise all
utensils in just 15
minutes. Used and
trusted by professionals
in hospitals.
No rinsing required.
Milton Sterilising Tablets
Sterilises in just 15
minutes, killing bacteria,
fungi and viruses. Ideal
for home use or travel.

Use oven gloves and once the lid is unscrewed, open it away from you to
allow the steam to escape.
Do not put Milton Sterilising Tablets or Fluid inside the Milton Combi when
you place it inside your microwave.
Do not use metallic items in your Milton Combi as this could damage your microwave.

This product may break if dropped WHILE full of water.

USE DISIFECTANTS SAFELY.
Always read the label and product
information before use.

Any questions?
Visit www.milton-tm.com
GB/IRL Call us on 0800 097 5606

Milton Sterilising Fluid
Multi-purpose formula, sterilises
in 15 minutes. Can be used for
baby accessories and general
cleaning. The nation’s favourite,
used and trusted by hospitals
for over 60 years.
No rinsing required.
Milton Antibacterial Hand Gel
Disinfects your hands killing
bacteria, fungi and viruses
within seconds, with no need
for water. Ideal for travel, public
facilities, before and after
feeding or changing your baby.
Milton Antibacterial
Surface Spray
Cleans and disinfects all
surfaces in the home, is ideal
for nursery and kitchen surfaces.
Leaves a lovely fresh fragrance.
Milton Antibacterial
Surface Wipes
Ideal at home or on
the move for quick
clean-ups. Perfect for
disinfecting highchairs
and changing mats
when you’re away
from home.
Trademarks owned by Newco. Product colours/
design may vary.
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